
 

              
      

     
   

    
 

            

  
             
        
              

             
                

       
          

 

   
              

              
           

      
       

       
 

   
      

      
      

      
     
      

     

       
       

      
  

      
   

    
      

      
      

      
        

      
   

       
    
   

Choosing Interesting and Engaging Books 
Module: Shared Reading 

Content Activity: Adult Reading Partner 
Big Idea: 

• Adults provide books that are interesting, accessible, age and ability respectful. 

Guiding Statements: 
• I choose books that are the right length to hold my students’ attention. 
• I choose books that my students can understand. 

A big part of capturing a beginning readers’ interest is choosing books. Students need shared 
reading experiences with interesting and engaging books to build a strong foundation for 
reading. When choosing books remind yourself that the words found in the book can be too 
hard, but they cannot be too easy. 
What characteristics make books harder or easier to capture student interest and promote 
engagement? 

Part 1 Directions: 
Below you’ll find a description of characteristics that make books more difficult and therefore 
less likely to capture or maintain a student’s attention. Read about each characteristic and the 
way it affects students. Then complete Part 2 of the activity. 

Characteristic Description How This Affects Students 
Pronouns Pronouns are words that replace a 

name or a thing (she, he, it, we, and 
they). 

When students read/hear a 
pronoun instead of a name, they 
must take an extra step. First, 
they must figure out who or what 
the pronoun is referring to. That 
must happen before they can 
apply that information to the text 
they are trying to understand. 

Commas Commas serve many purposes. They 
are used for lists, to combine ideas in 
sentences, and to add information as 
described below. 
• List: Today Craig bought apples, 

oranges, and bananas. 
• Combining: Antonio eats oranges, 

but he does not eat bananas. 
• Adding Information: Elena, the girl 

with the red hair, runs fast. 

No matter why a comma is used, 
it means that there is a lot of 
information in one sentence. It is 
easier for students to understand 
if a sentence is broken up into 
two smaller sentences that do not 
need a comma. 
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CHOOSING INTERESTING AND ENGAGING TEXTS 2 

Characteristic Description How This Affects Students 
Long Sentences Sentences that wrap to the 2nd line 

may be too long 
Sentences that have a lot of 
information. Even if they don’t have 
commas. Ex: The large brown dog 
with the wide black collar barked 
loudly at the moon from under the 
azalea bush. 

Long sentences are difficult to 
understand and remember. Divide 
long sentences into several short 
sentences or remove some of the 
details. Ex: The big dog was 
wearing a black collar. The dog 
sat under the azalea bush. That 
dog barked loudly at the moon. 

Hard or Big words: Is there an easier word Long and unfamiliar words make 
Unfamiliar that means the same thing? (e.g., books more difficult. When too 
Vocabulary promenade: walk) 

Unfamiliar Words: (e.g., Dad decided 
to call her Chiquita like the bananas. 
Mom changed it to Chiquita 
Chihuahua) 
Some books build background 
knowledge about a topic (e.g., 
veterinarians) but watch out for more 
than one unfamiliar vocabulary word. 

many words are long or 
unfamiliar, students will be less 
likely to engage and interact with 
the text and the adult reader. 

Part 2 Directions: 
Look at each sample book page. Check each potential challenge and decide if the page is good 
for shared reading. 

Picture and Text Potential Challenges Use or Not 

I’m having a hard time deciding 
whether to walk, ride my bike, or 

take the bus. 

Too many/unclear 
pronouns 
Too many commas 
Long sentence 
Hard/unfamiliar 
vocabulary 
No problems 

Good page for shared 
reading with your 
students 
Not good for shared 
reading with your 
students 
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CHOOSING INTERESTING AND ENGAGING TEXTS 3 

Picture and Text Potential Challenges Use or Not 

Don’t Stare at Her Hair 

Too many/unclear 
pronouns 
Too many commas 
Long sentence 
Hard/unfamiliar 
vocabulary 
No problems 

Good page for shared 
reading with your 
students 
Not good for shared 
reading with your 
students 

Amy wanted to go into the pool but 
she wasn’t sure if Lily wanted to. 

Too many/unclear 
pronouns 
Too many commas 
Long sentence 
Hard/unfamiliar 
vocabulary 
No problems 

Good page for shared 
reading with your 
students 
Not good for shared 
reading with your 
students 

Chameleons adapt to their 
environment in many ways. 

Too many/unclear 
pronouns 
Too many commas 
Long sentence 
Hard/unfamiliar 
vocabulary 
No problems 

Good page for shared 
reading with your 
students 
Not good for shared 
reading with your 
students 

He liked broccoli, but she did not. 

Too many/unclear 
pronouns 
Too many commas 
Long sentence 
Hard/unfamiliar 
vocabulary 
No problems 

Good page for shared 
reading with your 
students 
Not good for shared 
reading with your 
students 
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CHOOSING INTERESTING AND ENGAGING TEXTS 4 

Picture and Text Potential Challenges Use or Not 

Mary and Martha had a cousin. 
Their cousin’s name was John. 

Too many/unclear 
pronouns 
Too many commas 
Long sentence 
Hard/unfamiliar 
vocabulary 
No problems 

Good page for shared 
reading with your 
students 
Not good for shared 
reading with your 
students 

The sun is a medium sized star. All 
the planets revolve around it. 

Too many/unclear 
pronouns 
Too many commas 
Long sentence 
Hard/unfamiliar 
vocabulary 
No problems 

Good page for shared 
reading with your 
students 
Not good for shared 
reading with your 
students 

A dog can help the police solve a 
crime. 

Too many/unclear 
pronouns 
Too many commas 
Long sentence 
Hard/unfamiliar 
vocabulary 
No problems 

Good page for shared 
reading with your 
students 
Not good for shared 
reading with your 
students 

Because she liked shoes, Ella bought 
the same pair in red, blue, and black. 

Too many/unclear 
pronouns 
Too many commas 
Long sentence 
Hard/unfamiliar 
vocabulary 
No problems 

Good page for shared 
reading with your 
students 
Not good for shared 
reading with your 
students 

NOTE: One thing to keep in mind is that in this exercise we ask you to judge the whole book 
based on one page. You need to review the whole book and make decisions based on the 
needs of your students. 
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